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Abstract 
 

This paper focuses on the English of adolescents in multi-ethnic peer-groups in Britain in the 1980s and 

1990s, and examines two binary style contrasts – first, the very well-established contrast between posh and 

Cockney, and second, a much more emergent dichotomy involving Creole and Asian English.  These style 

contrasts thematised different trajectories through social space.  Creole/Asian English polarization 

facilitated the formation of new solidarities among ethnic groups brought together in a politically charged 

context of labour migration, while the posh/Cockney binary mapped the position and progress of 

individuals in the processes of class stratification central to school.   Ultimately, though, they were related: 

in crucial ways, the contrastive representations of ethnicity projected in the Creole/Asian English were 

shaped by the hegemonic high/low class binary underpinning posh/Cockney.   

The paper’s linguistic descriptions include habitual/tacit phonological style-shifting, but concentrate on 

more agentive practices of exaggerated stylisation.  Through stylisation, adolescents (a) spotlighted 

particular elements in their cultural and linguistic environment, (b) saw/set these elements in contrastive 

pairs, and (c) produced these elements in situated interaction, sometimes affiliating themselves with the 

imagery evoked, sometimes using it ironically, and sometimes using it without any obvious direction of 

alignment.  Overall, we can see stylisation articulating contrasts within English that address two central 

axes in the organisation of British society – on a ‘horizontal’ ethnic axis, the movement from outside 

Britain in, and then once inside, a ‘vertical’ class axis up/down, high/low.   

 

---------------------------- 

 

In this paper, I have three concerns: 

a) sociolinguistic styles and relational style contrasts 

b) the mappings of social trajectory projected/imaged in style contrasts, and 

c) the way that individuals and groups position themselves within these envisioned trajectories 

through specific acts of exaggerated stylisation. 

I shall address these though an account of two datasets.  The first comes from a multi-ethnic 

secondary school where I focused on exaggerated performances of posh and Cockney in the 1990s.  

The second dates from the 1980s and involves cross-ethnic uses of Creole and Indian English in 

multilingual adolescent friendship groups.  In both settings, stylisation 

o spotlighted particular elements in the cultural and linguistic environment, 

o set these iconic elements in contrastive pairs, and  

o invoked them in situated interaction, sometimes angling the participants towards particular 

images, sometimes drawing them away (and also sometimes displaying no obvious direction 

of alignment).    

There are warrants for this kind of analysis in Bakhtinian pragmatics (1981, 1984) and in Bourdieu’s 

notion of social structure as a space of relations generated through the labour of representation (1991), 

and in sociolinguistics, there are points of entry in the work of researchers like Parkin (1977), LePage 

(1980) and Irvine (2001).  In research on urban multilingualism in newly independent Kenya, for 

example, Parkin suggested that the values and connotations associated with different varieties 

converged in a complex system of symbolic oppositions, sketching out  

 

“a framework for [the] expression of [both emergent and established] ideological differences,… a 

kind of template along the lines of which social groups may later become distinguished… 

Within… polyethnic communities, diversity of speech… provides… the most readily available 
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‘raw’ classificatory data for the differentiation of new social groups and the redefinition of old 

ones” (1977:205,187, 208). 1 2   

 

In the two cases I shall review, the stylistic polarization of Creole and Asian English facilitates the 

emergence of new solidarities among groups brought together in a politically charged context of 

labour migration, while the posh and Cockney binary constitutes a simple but hegemonic map for 

gauging and displaying the positioning and progress that individuals take/make in their routes through 

school.   

 In terms of the panel theme – ‘trajectories of learning’ – it is not going to be possible for me to 

trace the ontogenetic development of individuals.  In formulations borrowed from Wortham’s 

excellent 2005 paper ‘Socialisation across speech events’, I shall mainly focus here on the ties 

between interactional and socio-historical time-scale processes;3 I shall argue that there’s a sense of 

trajectory embedded in the ‘metapragmatic models of identity’ indexed in relational speech 

stylisation; and I’m as much concerned with group trajectories as individual ones.  But although I’ve 

little to say about the learning career of particular adolescents, I shall claim that the two sets of style 

contrasts I describe pinpoint central axes in the organization of British society, and no doubt in doing 

so, they helped orient young people within the social relations in which learning – and a great many 

other processes – take place. 

 I will start with the style contrast and the stylisation practices that seemed tuned to traditional 

British social class stratification. 
 
1. Central High: the posh/Cockney style binary  
In the 1990s, I studied a multi-ethnic secondary school in London that I called ‘Central High’, and the 

adolescents I focused on spontaneously stylized a number of different speech varieties (see 3.2 

below).4  But posh and Cockney were stylized much more frequently than anything else – on average 

about once every 45 minutes – and in doing so, youngsters drew on a high/low, mind/body, reason-&-

emotion dualism that is deeply embedded both in British class culture and in the schooling process (cf 

Cohen 1987; Bourdieu 1991:93).   

 

1.1 Styling high and low 
Something of this can be seen in the following instance, which involves two girls I’ll call Joanne and 

Ninnette at the end of a tutor group lesson.  Joanne has been telling Ninnette a bit about her parents 

                                                      
1 Though they are unquestionably included, notions of trajectory are less central in Irvine’s account of style than in Parkin’s.  

Styles, says Irvine, “are part of a system of distinction, in which a style contrasts with other possible styles, and the social 

meaning signified by the style contrasts with other possible styles…. [S]tyles in speaking involve the ways speakers, as 

agents in social (and sociolinguistic) space, negotiate their positions and goals within a system of distinctions and 

possibilities.  Their acts of speaking are ideologically mediated, since those acts necessarily involve the speaker’s 

understandings of salient social groups, activities, and practices, including forms of talk.  Such understandings incorporate 

evaluations and are weighted by the speaker’s social position and interest.  They are also affected by differences in speakers’ 

access to relevant practices.  Social acts, including acts of speaking, are informed by an ideologised system of 

representations, and no matter how instrumental they may be to some particular social goal, they also participate in the ‘work 

of representation’ [Bourdieu 1984]” (2001:22,24) 
2 Although there is relatively little elaboration of the interactional dynamics, a similar interest in the mesh between relational 

styles and social trajectories can be seen in LePage’s research on multilingualism in the Caribbean, where the aim was to use 

analysis of “the historical and synchronic parameters of language” to “reveal something of general value” about “the way in 

which societies come into being; jell; and then dissolve” (1980:1-2): “I wish to be able to describe the behaviour of this 

[informant] and her peer group in such a way as to reveal something of the process of growing up in a fluid multilingual 

society, of choosing an identity and a social role; to say something about the way in which the concept of what it means to be 

a Belizean in this newly independent country is developing, is revealed by linguistic symptoms, and so on.” (ibid.) 
3 Though my analyses also draw on an understanding of biographical and institutional trajectories developed through 

ethnographic fieldwork 
4 This was a 28-month ESRC project “Multilingualism and Heteroglossia In and Out of School” (1997-99), and data-

collection during about a year of fieldwork involved interviews, participant observation, radio-microphone recordings of 

everyday interaction, and participant retrospection on extracts from the audio-recordings.  Central High was a relatively 

disadvantaged comprehensive school in inner London, and we followed 4 youngsters (2 male, 2 female) in a tutor group of 

about 30 fourteen year olds.   The analysis of posh and Cockney focused on c. 65 episodes of stylisation, identified in about 

37 hours of audio-data. 
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and grandparents, and she’s just been talking about her mum’s difficult pregnancy.  The extract begins 

with her commenting that her mum might have lost her:  

 

Extract 1 
During the tutor period while Mr Alcott is talking to the class, Joanne (wearing the radio-mic) has been telling Ninnette a bit 

about her parents and grandparents, and has just talking about her mum’s difficult pregnancy (See Rampton 2006:Ex.9.5):  

 
1 Joanne: (.) 
2   (( quietly: )) she could have lost me ((light laugh))  
3   (3) 
4   (( with a hint of tearfulness in her voice: ))  

n you’d all be sitting here today without me (( la/ughs )) 
                    [stn h] 
5 Tannoy:(( eleven pips, followed by the din of chairs moving )) 
6 Jo:  (( louder, and in literate speech:  ))  

but you | wouldn’t | care   

   [bt j  wdhnth     k] 
7   cos you | wouldn’t \ know ((laughs))  

   [kz j wdhnt    næu]  
8 ?N:  (                   )    
9 Jo:  nothing I’m just jok-         ) 
10   I’m being st-  

11   ((high-pitched)) oooh::  

   [u      ] 
12   ((moving into broad Cockney:))  Ninne::tte  
13   you’ve got e | nough with you to \ day 

   [ju   t enf   w ju tde] 
14   and | then you | go and \ chee::k \ me:: 

   [æn   en  j   n     tik   mi] 
15   | you \ little:: | bugg | aye | aye | aye | aye  

   [ju  lt   b  a ja ja ja] 
16   (15) ((the teacher is giving clearing up instructions))  
17   (( Joanne leaves the classroom and then hums quietly to  

herself )) 
 
At the start of the extract, Joanne finishes the story about her mum’s pregnancy with the momentous 

conclusion that she could have died before birth.  There’s no audible response to this on the tape (line 

3), but Joanne doesn’t leave it at that, and instead she draws out the implications with a hint of mock 

tearfulness in her voice – “you’d all be sitting here today without me” in line 4.  Before there is any 

uptake, the Tannoy interrupts, announcing the end of the lesson with a series of loud pips, and then 

when the pips have finished, Joanne resumes with a dramatic change of tone: the picture of her friend 

being saddened by her absence is logically contradictory - ‘but you wouldn’t care cos you wouldn’t 

know’ (lines 6 and 7).   In saying this, Joanne deflates the sentimentality in ‘you’d all be sitting here 

today without me’, and her speech style here can be characterised as a combination of spelling 

pronunciation with quasi-epigrammatic style. 

According to Dr Johnson, “for pronunciation the best rule is to [follow…] the most elegant 

speakers who deviate least from the written words”, and in lines 6 and 7, instead of merging the ‘D’ 

and ‘T’ sounds as she would in her normal speech, Joanne pronounces ‘wouDenT’  with extra clarity.  

At the same time, she formulates this sardonic analytic point with a sentence that breaks into two lines 

with rhythmic, grammatical and lexical parallelism 

 

bt    you   would   n’t   care 

cz   you   would   n’t   know 

 

This isn’t too far off the epigrammatic, which is “a short, polished poem ending with some graceful, 

ingenious, pointed, weighty, witty or satirical turn of thought” (Shipley 1970:103).   

Ninnette’s reaction to this in line 8 isn’t audible, but from what follows, it must have involved 

some kind of challenge - something like ‘what are you up to?’.  In line 9, Joanne begins to formulate a 

retraction, minimising what she’s just been saying and explaining that it wasn’t serious - “nothing, 
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I’m just jok-, I’m being st-” –  but before she’s finished, she interrupts herself and emphatically 

redirects the focus from herself to her friend - “/\ooh /\Ninnette” in lines 11 & 12.   This then leads into 

lines 13 and 14 in which she issues an indignant reprimand, accusing Ninnette of already being at the 

limits of tolerable conduct and of then exceeding these limits with impertinence – “you’ve got enough 

with you today and then you go and cheek me”.   

 After that, the sequence closes with a damning summary of Ninnette’s character - ‘you little 

buggaye aye aye aye’. Of course Joanne isn’t being serious here - you can only be cheeky to someone 

who is older or in a superior position, and since Joanne and Ninnette are actually friends of the same 

age, it would be a fatuous accusation if she really meant it.  Instead, Joanne’s playing a part, and she 

articulates this in the London vernacular, dropping some of the Ls and the Ts in ‘little’ and in 

Ninnette’s real name, as well as using what sounds to me like a non-standard idiom in line 13 

(“you’ve got enough with you today”).  

 Overall in this extract, Joanne’s performance involves quite a sharp contrast between the stances 

associated with standard and vernacular speech: standard language is associated with sceptical 

reasoning while Cockney gets linked to passionate indignation.  When Joanne shifts to careful 

‘literate’ speech, she uses logic to undermine sentiment, and symetrical patterns of rhythm and 

grammar provide her argument with a certain poetic elegance.  In contrast, when she pretends to 

intensify the emotion in her speech - when she abandons her apology, and issues an indignant 

reprimand - her speech becomes markedly Cockney, and the relationship between sound and meaning 

loses its balance.  The ‘ooh’ that starts her reprimand cuts mid-word into the apology, and then at the 

end, sound disrupts standard form once again when a word that initially looks like it’s going to be 

‘bugger’ drifts off half-way through into the repetitive non-word sequence ‘aye aye aye aye’.  

 Setting this episode alongside many others where kids used exaggerated posh and Cockney in 

greetings, taunts, commands, rebukes, summonses etc, and/or referred to physical prowess, social 

misdemeanors, sexuality and so forth, there was quite a consistent pattern.  In one way or another 

Cockney was used to evoke solidarity, vigour, passion and bodily laxity, while posh was tied to social 

distance, superiority, constraint, physical weakness and sexual inhibition.  And these can be seen as 

variations on the high/low binary  

 
1.2  The high-low binary at school and in routine style-shifting 
The high/low contrast indexed in stylized posh and Cockney stretches back several centuries and there 

is actually a strong case for seeing it inscribed in the institution of schooling itself.  As Packer and 

Goicoechea note, “[t]he costs of membership of and participation in the classroom community of 

practice are paid in the form of binary divisions that become lived: dualisms of mind and body, reason 

and emotion, and thought and action” (2000:236).  High-low ranking and stratification are intrinsic to 

education (Foucault 1977; Varenne & McDermott 1998:Ch 2), physical activity in classrooms is 

tightly constrained (≈ mind over body - cf Blommaert & Makoe 2007), the curriculum prioritises the 

production of lexico-grammatical propositions in thematically connected strings, and for the most 

part, school learning is treated as different from humming, singing and the modalities of e.g. popular 

culture (≈  reason over ‘emotion’). 

In fact the youngsters I studied at Central High continuously adjusted themselves to this binary in 

their tacit speech behaviour.  I conducted a small Labovian investigation of style-shifting among four 

(14 year old) informants, comparing their use of standard and vernacular speech variants in settings 

that I divided into ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ - reading aloud, speaking in front of the class etc, as 

opposed to arguing with friends or telling them a story (see Rampton 2006:Ch.7.3).  This 

formality/informality distinction can be read as an indication of the ‘schoolishness’ of the scene, and 

my findings showed that these informants routinely became more standard in more formal/school-like 

contexts.  Table 1 presents the results for these students, and in Extract 2, we can see Ninnette, a black 

girl of mixed Caribbean/African descent, recoding her self-presentation in increasingly standard 

grammatical and phonological forms in an attempt to catch the teacher’s attention:  
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Table 1: percentage (& proportions) of STANDARD variants in four informants’ production of 6 

variables in formal and informal contexts  
 

 Simon 
(white Anglo descent) 

Hanif 
(Bangladeshi descent) 

Ninnette 
(African Caribbean) 

Joanne 
(white Anglo) 

 FORMAL INFORMAL FORMAL INFORMAL FORMAL INFORMAL FORMAL INFORMAL 

1. Word-medial voiced 

TH (other) 

(9/9) (3/ 4) (6/6) (1/1) (4/10) - (2/5) 

 

(3/7) 

2. Word initial voiced TH 

(the) 
96% 

(27/28) 
100% 
(35/35) 

97% 
(32/33) 

70%  
(35/50) 

82%  
(40/49) 

79%  
(34/43) 

100% 
(37/37) 

94% 
(16/17) 

3. Word-initial H (not 

proforms) 

 

(23/26) 

 

(13/15) 
100% 
(16/16) 

86%  
(12/14) 

100%  
(14/14) 

79% 
 (15/19) 

86% 
(12/14) 

44% 
(4/9) 

4. Pre-Consonantal, post-

Vocalic L (old) 
89% 

(16/19) 
50% 
(6/12) 

66%  
(6/9) 

64%  
(9/14) 

42%  
(11/26) 

23%  
(5/21) 

47% 
(18/38) 

66% 
(8/12) 

5. Word-medial 

intervocalic T (butter) 
87% 
(7/8) 

0% 
(0/4) 

66%  
(2/3) 

20%  
(3/13) 

70%  
(7/10) 

0%  
(0/5) 

14% 
(2/14) 

0% 
(0/11) 

6. -ING in participial 

suffixes (running) 
86% 

(12/14) 
40% 
(4/10) 

100% 
(17/17) 

33% 
 (2/6) 

66% 
(6/9) 

0%  
(0/6) 

61% 
(8/13) 

22% 
(2/9) 

Overall scores  90% 
94/104 

76% 
61/80 

94% 
(79/84) 

63% 
(62/98) 

69% 
(82/118) 

57%  
(54/94) 

65% 
79/121 

51% 
33/65 

 

 
Extract 2 5

A drama class, where working in pairs, everyone has been told to prepare and rehearse a short role-play 

discussion involving one character who is going to have a baby.  They will then be expected to perform in front 

of the rest of the group, but Ninnette and Joanne are fairly emphatic about not wanting to, and they’ve used their 

time joking around putting pillows up their jumpers.  In the end, they successfully manage to avoid having to 

perform, but during the final moments allocated to preparation and rehearsal, just prior to their coming together 

to watch individual performances, Ninnette is recorded as follows (see Rampton 2006:258-61): 
 
1 Ninnette:  (( calling out to the teacher, loudly : )) 
2      MISS 
3     (.) 
4     MISS 
5     WE |AIN’T |EVEN |DONE \ NU IN 

               [n]

                                                     

 

6     (.) 
7     (( even louder:  ))  MISS WE |AIN’T |DONE \ NOTHING 

                               [nf] 

8     (2) 
9     (( not so loud, as if Miss is in closer range:  ))  
10     miss we |avent |done  anything 

                [en]  

11     (2) 
      
 

In both the quantitative variability data and in episodes like Extract 2, these young Londoners’ routine 

speech production seemed to apprehend and tacitly ratify the high/low binary, at least within their 

peer and school relations.   

 
 

5 The linguistic changes produced over this sequence turns can be charted as follows:  

 
Non-standard í===================================î Standard 

 

Line 5      Line 7      Line 10 

ain’t       ain’t       =>  aven’t 

n’t (= not) + nothing   n’t + nothing     =>  n’t + anything 

nasalised -ING [�����]   => velarised -ING [��   velarised -ING 

glottal TH [��     labio-dental TH [f]    => dental TH [�] 

 

[=> indicates the point where the variable becomes (more) standard] 
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1.3 Stylisation and the social framing of educational experience 
In British society (and elsewhere), there is a well-established association between ‘being educated’, 

‘getting on’ and ‘speaking well’, and even though spoken standard English wasn’t promoted 

aggressively at Central High, 6 a link with educational progress was written into, for example, 

National Curriculum guidelines on the oral assessment that students took.  These stated that secondary 

school students should “speak with clear diction and appropriate intonation” and that they usually had 

to be “fluent in their use of standard English in formal situations” to gain a level 6 (DFE 1995:26).  

Indeed, perhaps it’s significant that among the four informants in Table 1, the person who used the 

highest proportion of standard variants was a star pupil (Hanif) while the person using least was 

receiving special remedial support (Joanne).  Against this background of a traditional association 

between Cockney, posh and educational progress, adolescents’ spontaneous stylisation of these two 

varieties often played a part in the social framing of their curriculum activity and experience.   

In Extract 3 below, for example, Ninnette retrospectively contextualizes her unsatisfactory 

encounter with Mr Alcott as the kind of thing to expect from a stuck-up snob when she breaks into 

some vehemently othering, parodic posh ‘afterburn’ (Goffman 1971:152-3) soon after leaving a scene 

in which she felt he had been teasing her: 

 

Extract 3 
Joanne, Ninnette and David (a boy), and perhaps a few others outside during break-time.  They have been chatting about 

another matter when Ninnette refers to Mr Alcott in line 2.  A couple of minutes earlier, Ninnette and Joanne had been 

talking to Mr Alcott about topics to discuss in a tutor period coming up soon (cf Rampton 2006:284-90 for more detailed 

discussion.) 
 
1  Joanne: I keep singing 
2  Ninnette: oh this is Mr Alcott 
3    (.) 
4    erm- 
5    no- 
6    look 
7    this is Mr Alcott 
8    (( in a posh accent: )) | oh (.) \ no  

   [ nu] 
9    (.) 
10 Joanne: >he goes he’s< 
11    (1) 
12     (( high pitched posh laugh:  )) || ohehehe \ haw:  

                                  [hhhh ] 
13 Ninnette: (( loud but in normal accent: )) oh I can fly 
14 Joanne: (( laughs:  )) he goes 
15    he looks down 
16    and he goes  
17    (( high pitched posh laugh : )) > ahahahaha haw haw haw haw < 

    [hhhhhhhh] 
18    /I go (.) 
19 Ninnette: I (         ) 
20    I want to kick /his bum 
21 Joanne: >that’s how I go< 
22 Ninnette: I want to kick up /the 
23 Joanne: I will  
24    where is he 
25 Ninnette: (( laughs )) 
26 Linda?  (            ) 
27 Joanne: (( quick three-note humming )) 
28    I’m not going down there with them 
29    gay people 
30    (3) 
31    just go- 
32    NINNETTE 
33    (.) 
34    >(     I’m a go) < 

                                                      
6 See the discussion of linguistic insecurity at school in Rampton 2006:Ch 8. 
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35    (.) 
36    ba:ng 
37 Linda:  (( seeing someone : )) OH THAT’S SIMON 

 

Mr Alcott – who incidentally didn’t actually talk in a posh accent – had been asking the girls what 

they’d like to discuss most in a tutor period coming up later in the day, and when Ninnette had said 

she thought carrying on talking about racism etc was “better than anything”, Mr Alcott has come back 

with  

 

“better than anything?  What? even better than free food?”   

 

From Extract 3 (and analysis in Rampton 2006:284-90), it’s evident that Ninnette had found this 

unwarranted/patronizing/facetious/offensive, and caricatural attributions of snobbish superiority to 

teachers have a very long pedigree in the practices of working-class (and no doubt middle class) 

pupils in Britain and elsewhere (Humphries 1981:123; Clark 2003).    

Hanif, a classmate with family roots in Bangladesh, also targeted teachers with this kind of 

parodic posh (Rampton 2006:Ex. 8.5), but in line 11 of Extract 4 below, he explores the posh-

Cockney nexus in more innovative ways, disrupting the very traditional association of standardness 

and reading aloud: 

 

Extract 4  
Hanif (wearing the radio-mic), Arun (14, male, Malaysian descent), Simon (14, male, Anglo-descent) are sharing the same 

table in science.  Hanif’s been away, looking around for a book he needs for the writing work they’ve been set, but now he’s 

arrived back, bringing a copy with him.  The final syllable of ‘Galaxies’ in line 11 in pronounced in hyper-Cockney. 
 
1 Hanif:   ((whistles six notes)) 
2     what you doing Arun 
3     (.) 
4     what you doin Arn 
5     (.) 
6     (>shup<) leave it Dimbo 
7     (2)  
8     look what you ma- 
9     look what you made me do 
10     (4) 
11     “Stars  and   Galax ies ”   

     [stz  n  ælksz] 
12     (1) 
13     ((quietly reciting page numbers:)) 
14     one three seven 
15     (3) 
16      ((fast and loud to the teacher:))  
17      >SIR can I go check if there’s any  
18     Essential Sciences left< 
 

In lines 2-4, Hanif asks Arun what he’s doing (lines 2-4), and after that, he tries to ward off some kind 

of territorial incursion (line 6).  Exactly who is trying what isn’t clear from the audio-recording, but 

Hanif follows it with a reproach (lines 8,9).  There is no audible apology or retort, the matter drops 

and Hanif then turns to his worksheet, reading the title aloud and ending the word Galaxies with an 

exaggerated Cockney dipthong.7  Quantitative sociolinguistics has often shown that speakers produce 

speech that is less, not more, vernacular than usual when they read aloud, and according to 

Silverstein, reading aloud is “the primordial micro-context of standard pronunciation”, “the ritual 

center… [of] an ideologically driven metapragmatics of standard register” (1996:286).   So prima 
facie, it looks as though Hanif is going against the sociolinguistic grain.  It is impossible to know 

                                                      
7 The mid-central starting point for the dipthong in the last syllable ( [��)  

a)  was highly untypical of Hanif’s pronunciation of the happY vowel elsewhere, 

b)  he associated it with the accent of a cousin who lived in London’s East End when the sequence was replayed to him, 

and  

c)  Wells describes it as broad Cockney (1982:319). 
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exactly why, but taking into account the specific interactional juncture at which he produces it, it 

makes most sense to see this stylised Cockney as a way of managing the transition between chat and 

study, peer group and school.  Reading the whole title itself, “Stars and Galaxies”, it looks like he’s 

engaged in self-talk, dedicating himself to the solitary work ahead.  But as Goffman says (1981:97-

98), self-talk is often designed to be overheard, as well as being adjusted to the audience’s 

sensibilities, and in rounding the title off with an accent that was often associated with informal 

sociability, he combines his display of ‘being on-task’ with signs that he isn’t a nerd and is still in 

tune.   

In fact, it wasn’t only Cockney that Hanif used in this way - later on, he rendered a second 

attempt to get started on ‘Stars and Galaxies’ in quasi-Jamaican.  But hyper-Cockney recurred when 

he used “ok ay ” ([k] - cf Wells 1982:303-4) to get Arun and Simon to attend to the next 

question in a quiz that he was improvising from the worksheet, and at moments like these, its use 

went further than toning down the signs of Hanif’s own school commitment.  Instead, it contributed to 

an effort to get his mates to focus on school-related activity, and rather than apologetic self-

mitigation, switches like these looked more like attempts at the vernacularisation of school 

knowledge itself, bringing the science worksheet to life with non-standard accents and a popular 

discourse format.   

Hanif’s creative attempt to reverse traditional sociolinguistic structure didn’t come from nowhere.  

He was the ring-leader in the group of boys who were often interested in lessons and attended very 

closely to teacher-talk, but who nevertheless transgressed the traditional three-part ‘IRE’ structure of 

classroom talk more or less as a matter of routine, and continuously sought to liven things up with the 

importation of all sorts of extraneous, non-curriculum materials.  To quite a degree, these boys’ 

conduct separated a commitment-to-knowledge-&-learning from a respect-for-the-institutions-of-

schooling (cf Rampton 2006:Chs 2 & 8.7; also e.g. Candela 1999; Gutierrez, Rymes & Larson 1995), 

and Hanif’s experiments with the indexicality of standard English also owed a lot to his position at the 

top of the educational hierarchy in Class 9A.  Teachers gave him a lot of discursive space in class, 

listening to what he had to say, and out of c. 15 episodes in which he used an exaggerated posh or 

Cockney accent in school-related business, eight were either loudly performed on the classroom floor, 

or directly addressed to teachers themselves.8  Hanif, in other words, had quite good reason to think of 

school as a relatively hospitable place, potentially receptive to his socio-linguistic innovations, and so 

rather than seeing his Cockney-curriculum moves as a radical departure from central processes of 

educational stratification, there is a case for seeing them as one of its products.   

So to sum up the account so far, at Central High the stylisation of posh and Cockney drew on a 

high/low, mind/body, reason-&-emotion dualism that is very well-established in British society.  It is 

profoundly inscribed in schooling, and my informants adjusted to it in their non-spectacular, routine 

style-shifting.  In interactions where school relations and curriculum business were focal, exaggerated 

stylisation appeared to address the social relations framing their activity, and this could happen in a 

variety of ways.  In some cases, stylisation seemed to widen the prospects for curriculum engagement 

(eg Extract 4), while in others, it looked to close them down (Extract 3).  And whereas Hanif’s 

Cockneyfication of ‘galaxies’ in Extract 3 initiated his efforts to reposition the science worksheet as 

peer group edu-tainment, elsewhere Ninnette and her friend Joanne marked the transition between 

(writing) work and sociability with stylized posh (Rampton 2006:Ch 8.4).  This is symptomatic of a 

diversity in the way that adolescents positioned themselves around posh and Cockney, and it 

contrasted with the much more consistent patterns of ‘double-voicing’ attested in the stylisation of 

Creole and Asian English in Ashmead in the 1980s, to which I will now turn. 

 
 
2. ASHMEAD : A CREOLE /ASIAN ENGLISH   STYLE CONTRAST  

9
     

In research on language crossing among adolescents in a working class neighbourhood I called 

‘Ashmead’ in the south Midlands of England in the 1980s, I found myself working with several 

                                                      
8 In contrast, Ninnette and Joanne’s stylizations of posh and Cockney were much more private, either confined to relatively 

hushed peer-peer talk in class, or performed more noisily elsewhere outside teachers’ earshot. 
9 For a more comprehensive view, see Rampton 2007a. 
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sociolinguistic speech varieties.10   In the background, of course, there was the enduring contrast 

between standard and vernacular English (which I didn’t properly examine there), but in the 

foreground, I investigated cross-ethnic uses of Panjabi, Asian English and English-based Caribbean 

Creole, noticing that within the local inter-ethnic speech economy, there was quite a sharp symbolic 

opposition between the latter two.11  In the description that follows, I will illustrate the way in which 

stylisation constructed/played on this contrast in interaction (2.1), link this back to young people’s 

sense of the group trajectories associated with migration (2.2), and then show how the alignments and 

apprehensions of trajectory displayed in crossing-&-stylisation map into perceptions of shared 

positioning within British social class (2.3).  This will then provide a reference point for subsequent 

comparison with posh and Cockney (Section 3). 

 

2.1 Crossing-&-stylisation and systematic differences in the alignment of self and voice 
Here is an example of Creole and Asian English being stylised in an interview in 1987 in which I was 

playing back some extracts from the radio-microphone recordings that I had made of Asif, Kazim and 

Alan during their recreation.  I had been trying to elicit their comments and responses, but the boys 

were in high spirits and it was an effort trying to keep them focussed on what I wanted them to do: 

      

Extract 5 
Participants: Asif (15 yrs old, male, Pakistani descent), Kazim (15, male, Pakistani descent), Alan (15, male, Anglo 

descent), Ben (the researcher/author, 30+, male, Anglo descent).  (For fuller discussion of the linguistic features 

distinguishing Creole and Asian/Indian English, cf Rampton 1995:Ch 3.1 and Ch 5). 

 
 1   Ben: right shall I- shall we shall we stop there 
 2 Kazim: no 
 3  Alan: no come [ on carry on 
 4  Asif:         [ do another extract 
 5   Ben: le- lets have (.) [ then you have to give me more= 
 6  Alan:                   [ carry on 
 7   Ben: =attention gents   
 8  Asif (( quieter )): yeh [ alright 
 9  Alan (( quieter )):     [   alright 
10  Asif (( quieter )):     [    yeh 
11   Ben: I need more attention 
12 Kazim (( in Asian English )):  I AM VERY SORRY BEN JAAD 

                                  [ æm vei si ben dd] 
13  Asif (( in Asian English )):  ATTENTION BENJAMIN  

                   [thenn bendmn] 

14      : [ (( laughter )) 
15   Ben: [ right well you can- we cn- 
16  Alan: [ BENJAADEMIN 
17   Ben: we can continue but we er must concentrate a bit 
18   [ more 
19  Asif: [ yeh 
20  Alan: alright         [ (go on) then 
21 Asif(( in Asian English )): [ concentrating very hard  

             [knsstet  vei  ]             

22   Ben: okay   right  
23      : (( giggles dying down )) 
24 Kazim(( in Asian English )): what a stupid (     ) 

                           [vd  stupd       ] 

25   Ben (( returning the microphone to what he considers to be a  
    better position to catch all the speakers )): concentrate  
    a little bit- 
26  Alan: alright then 
27 Kazim (( in Creole )): stop movin dat ting aroun 

                                                      
10 The research involved two years of fieldwork with 23 eleven to thirteen year olds of Indian, Pakistani, African Caribbean and 

Anglo descent in 1984, and approximately 64 fourteen to sixteen year olds in 1987.  Data-collection focused mainly on a youth 

club and on lunch and breaktime recreation at school, and it included extensive radio-microphone recording, participant 

observation, interviewing and retrospective participant commentary on extracts of recorded interaction. 
11 See Rampton 2006 for details, as well as pp 69-74 and 215-219 for ways in which Panjabi fell outside the contrast 

constituted by Creole and Asian English. 
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                                         [dæt t n] 

28   Ben: WELL YOU stop moving it around and then I'll won't need to 
29   (.)     r[ight 
30 Kazim (( in Creole )):   [stop moving dat ting aroun  

                                              [dæ  t n]  

31   Ben: right okay  [ 
32 Kazim:             [ BEN JAAD 
33  Alan: (( laughs )) 
34   Ben: what are you doing 
35  Alan: ben jaa[ad 
36   Ben:        [ well leave (    ) alone 
37 Kazim: IT'S HIM that ben jaad over there 
38   Ben: right 
(( Ben continues his efforts to reinstitute the listening activity ))  
 

The episode as a whole can be characterised as a struggle between two different definitions of the 

situation - very approximately, on the one hand, my research-oriented 'retrospective-participant-

commentary-on-extracts-of-recorded-data', and on the other, their 'havin'-a-good-time-listening-to-

Ben's-tapes'.  The episode begins with the boys saying they're reluctant to finish, and then in lines 5 & 

7 I lay down the conditions for continuing with the listening activity, implying that they're making it 

pretty difficult and that it will be their own fault if we stop.  Asif and Alan appear to accept the 

conditions, and then a small sequence of ritual remediation begins, drawing in a heavily accented 

Asian English: Kazim apologises in line 12; in lines 13 and 21, Asif declares his allegiance to the kind 

of behaviour I was asking for (in lines 5 & 7, 17 & 18); and Kazim seems to take my perspective in 

the muttered disapproval in line 24.  But of course none of this can be taken at face value.   

According to Goffman (1971), in apologies people split themselves into two parts - the self that 

was guilty in the past, and now the new self that recognises the offence and disavows the self of old.  

But normally, one would expect people apologising for noisy disorder to signal the split by switching 

into relatively quiet, serious, sincere voices; in this episode the boys apologise for messing around by 

moving into a conspicuously false accent, accompanying it with an equally contradictory loudness 

and hilarity.  In addition, it is not just the failure to talk normally that is significant here: the variety 

they select is also important.  More specifically, by using a strong Asian English to feign their respect 

for my wishes, the boys are invoking long-standing Anglo stereotypes about deferential Indian babus 
- racist stereotypes originally developed during British rule in India but at the time still continuing in 

circulation through contemporary mass media.  So just at the moment when a white adult is trying to 

bring them back to the task of his choosing, the boys produce a display of mock-compliance with 

strong symbolic resonances of Anglo-Asian domination - resonances which are well calculated to 

embarass anyone with a white liberal conscience.12     

 In fact a moment later, just as I seem to be signalling 'back-to-business' by repositioning the 

microphone, the boot moves to the other foot (so to speak), Kazim switches into Creole in line 27 and 

himself directs a 'prime' towards me, this time constructing my activity as an impropriety.  Rather than 

a remedial sequence, this leads to a short 'run-in' in which I account for my action by laying the 

offence with him, a move which he ignores by simply repeating his directive.  I don't then take issue 

with this, but instead continue my efforts to reinstate the listening activity with some optimistic 

boundary markers ("right, okay, right" - lines 29, 31 & 38).  They respond with "ben jaad", a 

nickname for me in multiracial Panjabi, opaque to me at the time, but which I later learn is an 

invention falling ambiguously between [ben j], meaning 'Ben, friend', and [pn  td], 'sister 

fucker'. 

                                                      
12 This was a pattern that was often repeated when Panjabi adolescents were negotiating whether and how to participate  in 

activities where a white adult would have some control or influence over them.  They switched into an exaggerated Asian 

English at the threshold of activities like detention or basketball; when they were asking white adults for goods or services; 

when teachers tried to institute question-answer exchanges; and, as we have seen, when interviewers asked for more 

concentrated attention.  These switches seemed to operate as a kind of probe, saying 'if I'm this, then how will you respond?'.   

They conjured awkward knowledge about intergroup relations and in doing so, the purpose seemed to be to disturb transition 

to the activity being expected.  For a fuller account of my interpretation of switches into Indian English, see Rampton 

1995/2006:Chs 3 & 6. 
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 Extract 4 illustrates a difference in the stylized use of Asian English and Creole that fitted with a 

very general pattern in my data.   When adolescents used Asian English, there was nearly always a 

wide gap between self and voice, evident here in Asif and Kazim’s feigned deference.  This gap could 

also be seen when stylised Asian English was used to criticise agemates, either seriously or in joking, 

and here it was used as a 'say-for' (Goffman 1974:535), a voice not being claimed as part of the 

speaker's own identity but one that was relevant to the person being targeted.   The self-voice 

separation evident here fits with what Bakhtin calls ‘vari-directional’ ‘double-voicing’, and it 

contrasts with the ‘uni-directional double-voicing’ characteristic of crossing into Creole (Bakhtin 

1984:193; Rampton 1998b, 2005:XXX).  With Creole, the style switch tended to lend emphasis to 

evaluations that synchronised with the identities that speakers maintained in their ordinary speech (as 

in line 27ff above), its use lent power to the speaker, and in line with this, Creole was often hard to 

distinguish from young people’s ordinary vernacular English (cf Rampton 2005:218-9).  When 

directed towards deviance, Creole often expressed approval, and the contrast with Asian English 

could be seen quite clearly, for example, in the way that each related to male-female relations.  There 

wasn’t much vulgarity in Asian English utterances, and when relations with the opposite sex were in 

question, stylized Asian English implied hesitation or ineptitude ('what you do man?'; 'are you not 

there?').  Creole crossing, on the other hand, featured quite a lot of sexual terms, and when focused 

male-female relations, it tended to conjure the prospects of successful sexual engagement ('gewaan 
Bruce gewaan! Bruce's got two girls!'; 'Micky's goin' out with Laura' - 'aah go'aan Laura') (Rampton 

2005:216).   

 

2.2 Selective representation and the figuration of migrant trajectory   
Away from stylized practices like this, Ashmead youngsters encountered quite a lot of different uses 

of Asian and Creole English (cf Rampton 2005:Ch 2), and inside minority ethnic networks, elaborated 

in a range of inter-generational and diasporic relations, the linguistic forms, social functions and 

connotational meanings of Creole and Asian English were undoubtedly a lot more complex and 

extensive than they appeared in stylisation.  Kids with Panjabi backgrounds quite often had relatives 

who didn’t speak English very well, and in this context, they tended to be sympathetic, supportive and 

sometimes angrily defensive.  Outside the family, there were (notionally) comedic representations on 

TV, about which youngsters often had very mixed feelings, finding them quite funny but racist at the 

same time, and varieties of strongly accented second language learner Asian English were locally 

associated with Bangladeshi newcomers to the UK (who tended to be strongly stigmatized - see 2.3 

below).  Ashmead youngsters were also exposed to Creole in a number of different ways.  There were 

adults in the neighbourhood who used it natively, some black peers had quite a bit of productive 

competence, and with Creole occupying a dominant position in popular music and performance youth 

culture, there was a lot of exposure in the media.   

Even so, in spite of the range of potential models and examples of use, stylisation and crossing in 

inter-ethnic peer group settings generally intimated a more narrowly specified imagery, and a sharp 

polarisation of Creole and Asian English was discernible across a wide range of instances.   

Displaying qualities such as assertiveness, verbal resourcefulness, and opposition to authority, Creole 

crossing indexed an excess of demeanour over deference, while Asian English stood for a surfeit of 

deference and dysfluency, typified in polite and uncomprehending phrases like ‘jolly good’, ‘very 

very good’, ‘excuse me please’, ‘I no understanding English’.   

This contrast certainly wasn’t just autonomously generated within Ashmead.  Undoubtedly, there 

were a lot of local influences, experiences and histories that, in one way or another, could give this 

contrast a strong and complex emotional resonance, but it also tuned to a much more widely 

circulating imagery which polarized black and Asian people in a threat/clown, ‘problem/victim 

couplet’ (Gilroy 1987; Dummett 1973:212; Carlin 1975; Hebdige 1979:2,88; Walvin 1987; Verma 

1985), echoing “a common-sense racism that stereotypes Afro-Caribbean youth as violent criminals 

and all Asian people as the personification of victimage” (Gilroy & Lawrence 1988:143).  In the UK 

at the time, Asians were often stereotyped as compliant newcomers, ineptly oriented to bourgeois 

success, while Afro-Caribbeans were portrayed as  troublemakers, ensconced in the working class and 

adept only in sports and entertainment (Cohen 1972:29; Rampton 1983; Hewitt 1986:216; Jones 

1988:217-218).  And within the education system itself, there was also a powerful stereotyping 

contrast in institutional responses to the ethnolinguistic difference of Caribbean and Asian migrants – 
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for black kids, mainstream English classes were occasionally extended to incorporate Creole verbal 

art, while for Asians the central issue was seen as ESL, often in withdrawal classes (cf Rampton 1983, 

1988).13  

In Ashmead, awareness of racist imaging like this meant that in the wrong mouth at the wrong 

time, stylized Creole or Asian English could certainly get very negatively sanctioned, and in the cross-

ethnic production and reception of these expressive practices, local youngsters generally developed 

quite a reliable sense of what they could and shouldn’t do, where and with whom.  Even so, the 

imagery was appropriated, reworked and recirculated at local level, so that crossing and stylisation 

became significant local currency.  Overall in my corpus of field observations, interviews and more 

than 100 hours of radio-mic recordings, I identified more than 250 episodes where there was a clear 

Creole influence in the speech of whites and Asians and about 120 exchanges involving stylized 

Asian English (and 68 episodes with black and white uses of Panjabi – see 3.2 below).   

 As these figures themselves suggest, adolescents of all ethnic backgrounds were much more 

attracted to Creole than Asian English, and Creole crossing was much more frequent.  In fact 

particularly among Asian informants, Creole was often reported as part of the general local linguistic 

inheritance.  Using Creole forms was something “we been doing… for a long time” and unlike the 

situation reported by Hewitt, it didn’t depend on particularly close involvement with black friends.  

Instead, it was something that boys in particular picked up from black female classmates, from other 

Asian friends, older brothers and the media (and indeed Asian boys’ use of certain kinds of Creole 

language was also quite widely accepted by local black kids). 

 In the analysis I published in my 1995/2005 book, I situated this socio-symbolic polarisation in 

the larger context of migration.  On the one hand, I said, Creole indexed an excitement and an 

excellence in youth culture that many adolescents aspired to, and it was even referred to as 'future 

language'.  On the other, for Panjabi adolescents in particular, Asian English consistently represented 

distance from the main currents of adolescent life, stood for a stage of historical transition that they 

felt they were leaving behind, and their friends had no reason to disagree.  Turning then to the 

interactional sequences in which they strategically projected these two styles, I noted that youngsters 

used Asian voices to articulate stances that they didn’t really hold to, while in contrast, Creole pointed 

to positions that they generally seemed to maintain in subsequent interaction (cf 2.1 above).   So as 

recurrent local interethnic speech practices, Creole and Asian English stylisation expressed a broadly 

shared orientation to constraints and possibilities that had their origins in the trajectory associated 

with migration.  For Asian kids in particular, it indexed an inhabitation of local Englishes that was 

much fuller than that of older relatives and of kin in the Indian sub-continent.  Though their friends 

might not share these kinship links with Asian English, they too could apprehend something of its 

significance as a ‘residual’ sociolinguistic formation, while of course looking around and ahead rather 

than backwards, they could all appreciate the significance of black British culture in the cultural 

formations that were now ‘emergent’ (Williams 1977:121-7; Harris 2006:86-88 et passim). 
 Actually, though, this ideological siting within a large scale historical trajectory, this “weight[ing 

mediated] by the speaker[s’] social position and interest” (Irvine 2001:24 above) went deeper.  There 

was also a class dimension to the path indexed in the binary opposition of Creole and Asian English, 

providing crossing-&-stylisation with a strong base of inter-ethnic commonality, and this showed up 

in at least four ways. 

 

2.3 Stylisation as a classed practice with popular rather than elite affiliations 
First, peer group crossing and stylisation themselves figured as something of a local emblem, 

signifying the difference between Ashmead’s mixed adolescent community and the wider Stoneford 

population, and this showed up in interviews in my informants’ metapragmatic accounts of the kinds 

of people who wouldn’t do language-crossing in Creole and Panjabi.  These non-crossing others, it 

turned out, weren’t just placed at a distance on some kind of horizontal mosaic of group differences – 

rather, they were vertically placed at either end of a bipolar hierarchy of wealth and status, with my 

informants locating their own normality in the middle ground between.  On the one hand, up above, 

there were reports of ‘posh wimpies’, who lived in wealthier districts outside Ashmead, had attended 

                                                      
13 Panjabi, however, was available as an option on the curriculum. 
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different middle schools, occupied higher curriculum sets, dressed badly, stuck to themselves, and 

were capable of only the most laughably feeble gang-style activities: 

 
“‘gorra’ – white man… always call the people who didn’t go to [our school] 
gorras, yet I’m white myself… cos we reckon they’re a bit you know upper class 
(most of them)… the gorra gang” (Peter, cited in Rampton 2005:62) 

 

At the other end, down below, were Bangladeshis, who as I’ve suggested, were stereotyped as 

residing in the poorest parts of town and said to be linguistically incompetent, lodged in low sets or 

the ESL unit, unsociable, sexually aberrant and unfashionably dressed.  So crossing and stylisation 

were described as the practices of young people occupying a particular position within a wider 

hierarchy of wealth and status, and in fact these folk representations of hierarchy matched quite well 

with ‘objective’ social science descriptions of the migration and socio-economic stratification in 

Stoneford (cf Rampton 2005:Ch 1.7). 

Second, there were significant points of contact between Creole and local non-standard working 

class English.  When, for example, Asian and Anglo kids described the efforts of their mums and dads 

to get them to speak properly, it often seemed to be the intrusion of swear-words, question tags and 

tense forms in Creole that got targeted (cf Rampton 2005:135-6), and when Ian, a 15 year old white 

boy, explained how his American cousins were disappointed by his English, again it was Creole he 

invoked:  

 
“they think we speak really upper class English in England...they they see on 
the... they say that Englishmen has got such beautiful voices, and they express 
themselves so well...(( shifting into an approximation to Creole: )) 'eh what you 
talkin' abaat, wha' you chattin' about, you raas klaat' , and they don't like it!  
They thought I was going to be posher” 

 

Indeed, beyond the confines of my own research, this broad functional equivalence of Creole and 

traditional non-standard British speech was widely celebrated (and extensively noted) during the 

1980s in a code-switching record called ‘Cockney Translation’ produced the black British MC Smiley 

Culture (see Gilroy 1987:194-7; Hebdige 1987:149-52; Jones 1988:54-6). 

Third, the contrast between Creole and Asian English itself actually mapped into the high/low, 

mind/body, reason-&-emotion oppositions outlined in Section 1.  According to Phil Cohen, this 

dualistic idiom was not only generated “from within certain strategic discourses in British class 

society” from the 17th Century onwards, but also “from the very outset [it was] applied across a range 

of sites of domination, both to the indigenous lower orders and ethnic minority settlers as well as to 

colonial populations overseas” (1988:63).  As I have said, there were connections between Creole and 

non-standard working class varieties of English, and it’s not hard to see Creole linked to the low side 

of this traditional class semiotic. But just as important, we can also see the high side of this class 

binary getting linked to the stereotypes of Asian English.  English is a prestige variety in the Indian 

sub-continent, and informants with relatives there saw their own varieties as rather inferior: 
 
“in India right, the people that I’ve seen that talk English… talk strict 
English, you know.  here, this is more of a slangish way… the English that 
people talk round here you know, they’re not really talkin’ proper English… if 
you go India right… they say it clear, in the proper words.” 
 
“my cousin come (( over from India))… he’s got a degree and everything, he speaks 
good English, but he didn’t used to speak in English with us though, cos they 
sort of speak perfect English, innit.  We sort of speak a bit slang, sort of 
innit – like we would say ‘innit’ and all that.  He was scared we might laugh at 
this perfect sort of English… the good solid English that they teach ‘em’” 

 

Transposed to the UK, however, Ashmead kids depicted this orientation to the high, proper and polite 

as absurd, its aspirations hopelessly marred by foreignness.   
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Lastly, there was little indication of a commitment to education in ethno-linguistic crossing-&-

stylisation in Ashmead.14  Of course, schools were a vital meeting point for kids from different ethnic 

backgrounds, and the general pastoral and extra-curricular ethos played a very significant part in 

promoting good interethnic relations.  But Creole, which many admired, hardly featured at all on the 

curriculum, and rather than being tolerant of learners of English as a second language, or respecting 

them for their progress (as the teaching staff might hope), adolescents generally stigmatized pupils 

who hadn’t yet been fully socialised into the vernacular ways of ordinary youth.  Instead of 

curriculum learning, the activities and codes of conduct characteristic of playground recreation tended 

to be central to the cross-ethnic spread of minority languages, and if anything, this was facilitated 

when a style got used in opposition to school authority. 15  Certainly, there were complex bodies of 

knowledge, skill and experience associated with different types of ethnically marked music and 

performance art, and there were, for example, white girls who were very interested in finding out 

more about reggae or bhangra.  But a lot of this interest was embedded in heterosexual relations, and 

learning was much more a matter of legitimate peripheral participation than classroom study (cf 

Rampton 2005:Part III; Lave & Wenger 1991). 

So putting all this together, it looks as though the Creole/Asian English contrast fleshed out in 

crossing-&-stylisation provided Ashmead adolescents with some collective orientation to (what can 

be analytically identified as) two major social processes.  Crossing-&-stylisation not only situated 

them at an endpoint in the migrant transition from outside into Britain, but then also once inside, it 

lined them up with values much more associated with the lower than the higher classes.  Yes, 

iconically – in terms of a putatively ‘natural’ link between speech varieties and ethnic identities – Creole 

was first and foremost associated with Caribbeans, Asian English with Asians, and local cross-ethnic 

respect for these ownership rights was evidenced in the way that in some contexts, ‘non-owners’ either 

often avoided the use of these varieties and/or only invoked them in specially licensed liminal 

interactional moments.16  Even so, in the problems, pleasures and expectations of working class 

adolescent life together, these kids experienced enough common ground to circumvent this iconicity 

and to open up ethnolinguistic speech styles, artfully and consistently respecifying their significance 

in crossing-&-stylisation practices which recognized (and cultivated) the shared social space that 

labour migration had now created. 

 That is sufficient as a description of the relationship between contrast and trajectory for Cr/AE.  It 

is now worth stepping back to compare it with the posh/Cockney binary. 

 

 

3. POSH/COCKNEY AND CREOLE /ASIAN ENGLISH : L INKED DIFFERENCES   
 

3.1 Converging ethnicities and the denaturalisation of class 
In my account of posh and Cockney at Central High, I noted that high/low, mind/body and reason/ 

emotion polarisation are central to schooling, and adolescents broadly ratified the institutional 

embodiment of this binary in their routine style-shifting (1.2).  But if anything, posh-&-Cockney 

                                                      
14 At the same time, it is important to emphasise that for the most part, my research in Ashmead focused on a rather 

particular set of collective perceptions and conventional practices, and it would be a mistake to extrapolate from these to the 

more general attitudes, aspirations and trajectories of individuals.  As a group, their crossing-&-stylisation were embedded in 

practices and pastimes that were popular rather than elite, and looked towards (lower) class solidarity.  But these kids also 

engaged in lots of other types of practice which I haven’t considered, and in fact in my data-collection, there was an explicit 

bias towards recreational sites.  So it’s very possible – in fact highly likely – that when, say, they settled down to work in 

lessons, a lot of kids could put aside the stances and alignments displayed in crossing – the attraction to Creole’s street 

credibility, the pleasures of Panjabi abuse, the mockery of Asian English deference.  All of that might well be sectioned off 

quite easily as just having a laugh, messing around with friends. 
15 As well as Creole and Asian English, Panjabi had a very significant place in the local interethnic repertoire, and it was also 

beginning to be taught as a subject at school.  But nobody white or black attended these classes, and hardly any of my 

informants said they’d be interested, even in principle.  Instead of being book-learned, the lexicon of cross-ethnic peer-group 

Panjabi consisted of nouns referring to parts of the body, bodily functions, animals, ethnic groups and kin, as well as verbs to 

do with sex, violence and ingestion.  And in the two situations where most crossers got interested in Panjabi, the ethos was 

broadly anti-establishment.  First, Panjabi was quite useful as a language for excluding teachers and other white adults, and 

second, it had entered the kind of traditional playground language and lore of school-kids described by the Opies, figuring in 

incrimination traps, jocular abuse and chasing games. 
16 See Rampton 2005 for detailed account of these complexities 
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stylisation interrupted the routine patterning of everyday talk, exaggerating and elaborating evaluative 

differentiations that were otherwise normally treated as non-problematic in their practical activity (as 

suggested in the style-shifting data).  Stylisation, one could say, made the sociolinguistic structuring 

of everyday life more conspicuous, and denaturalised a pervasive cultural hierarchy, disrupting its 

authority as an interpretive frame that that might have otherwise been “accepted undiscussed, 

unnamed, admitted without scrutiny” (Bourdieu 1977:169-170).  At the same time, we saw quite 

significant variation in how kids did this (1.3).  Hanif, who was educationally successfully, sought to 

reverse the conventional sociolinguistic equation of literacy and standard language, whereas Ninnette 

(who generally hated school and didn’t much like Hanif) subverted the authority of high/low binary in 

parodic exaggeration (Extract 3). 

 In Ashmead, crossing-&-stylisation registered ethnicities in the first instance, recognising 

differences but integrating them in a repertoire of ethnically marked styles that adolescents could now 

more or less share (in speech reception, if not always in production).  At least partially reproducing 

contrastive representations circulating more widely in public culture, peer-group crossing-&-

stylisation polarised Asian English and Creole, figured the former as an emblem of ethnic difference 

rooted outside Britain and/or in older generations, and recognised the latter as a powerful model of 

youth ethnicity grounded now in the UK.  The interactional staging of these selective representations 

generally distanced speakers from Asian English and aligned them with Creole (cf 2.1), and the 

cumulative effect of this differentiation was to suggest that youngsters now had a partisan sense of the 

migrant trajectory that had brought different ethnic groups together in Ashmead (2.2).  In fact, beyond 

the dynamics of migrant ethnic difference, the present and future now seemed to be situated in the 

lower sections of British class structure (2.3), and the uniformity of self-voice projection in Creole 

and Asian English double-voicing pointed to a high level of adolescent consensus on this.  

So overall, the social problematics that got thematised and addressed in these two sets of 

contrastive crossing-and-stylisation practices were very different: 

o at Central High, posh-&-Cockney stylisation seemed geared to the deconstruction of a system of 
individual differentiation that was very well established and that adolescents already 
inhabited.  This system governed the vertical trajectory of individuals, elevating some and 

degrading others, and in school contexts, stylised posh and Cockney generally denaturalised this, 

in a range of practices that seemed themselves at least partly influenced by the differences in 

expectation and experience that school had developed in individuals. 

In rather stark opposition to this,  

o in Ashmead, crossing-&-stylisation in Creole and Asian English oriented to the construction of a 
shared habitation from group differences which had only been encountered relatively recently 

and were represented in problematic ways in public culture generally.  Crossing-&-stylisation 

‘domesticated’ these differences -  made them orderly, familiar and acceptable - by, among 

other things, articulating a contrast which depicted ethnic styles as different moments in group 

trajectories with a common destination in the British working class.  In the process, it partly 

‘naturalised’ these differences, and also partly neutralised their racist force within wider 

discourses. 

 With that encapsulation of key differences in the social issues that foregrounded in the 

polarisations of posh/Cockney and Creole/Asian English, we can now reflect more clearly on the links 

and relationship between them. 

 

3.2 Contrastive stylisation in shared territory 
The problematics highlighted in these two studies of contrastive stylisation are different, and they are 

located in different parts of England, ten or more years apart.  But both studies are situated in roughly 
the same socio-semiotic landscape of class stratification and ethnic difference, and there is a good 

case for putting them together as complementary angles, not just on the extraordinary work that 

expressive practices like these can do, helping participants to interpret and agentively position 

themselves within major social processes, but also as a record of the ways in which sociolinguistic 

styles contribute to the formation of cultural sensibilities in contemporary Britain.  The case for 

saying this is twofold. 

 First and most obviously, Section 2.3 showed how the polarisation of Creole and Asian English 

was very sensitive to class stratification, affected (among other things) by the same high/low binary 
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that structured the stylisation of posh and Cockney.  But beyond this, at Central High – the location 

for my posh/Cockney research - the stylisation of varieties marked for ethnicity also provided 

evidence of an orientation to migration-ethnicities-&-class that bore some similarity to Ashmead’s.  

At Central High, Creole carried the same connotations of popular cultural vitality (as Harris 2006 

also amply attests in another school site), and a very broad functional equivalence to Cockney could 

be seen when they were both used for the same types of speech act (see Rampton 2006:298-300,370).  

Asian (or Indian) English didn’t have the same local presence that it had in Ashmead, but there were a 

lot of migrant and refugee newcomers in the school, and their peers engaged in loosely comparable 

processes of sociolinguistic status deflation when their stylized English foreigner talk projected a very 

non-cool, school-enthusiastic persona oriented to the high and polite.17  So for example, when the 

teacher mentioned standard English, Rafiq altered his voice quality and used an exaggerated rise-fall 

to declare “oh that’s very (good)”, and it was a mock foreign voice that Simon used for: “I finished, I 

go onto my new matrix” (24:584).18   Abroad, the global prestige of English might have encouraged 

you to see your acquisition of the language as an upward move, but for your classmates here and now, 

that was strictly comical (cf Blommaert 2005).  So (originally) non-indigenous speech varieties still 

featured among the students’ expressive practices, and in their local recontextualisation of styles with 

transnational origins and currency, you could see a class sensibility at work similar to Ashmead’s – 

Creole got revalorized (along with hip hop Black Englishes), and school-oriented second language 

learner English got devalued.    

 So although I concentrated on ethnicity in the Ashmead study, there was evidence of the 

sensitivity to class stratification that had been so salient at Central High, while conversely, in the 

London field-site, there were also signs of the ethnic processes that had been highly conspicuous in 

Ashmead.  My own emphasises in these two studies might have been different, but the broader 

national and international environment in which they were situated was configured by class hierarchy, 

migration and ethnic differentiation, and on closer inspection, they all showed up in these two studies, 

impacting on style polarisation.. 

 That said, English class stratification appeared to be the most powerful force here.  Admittedly, 

my account has nothing to say about the dynamics within homes and intra-ethnic community settings, 

and further research might show that/how the aspirations typically associated with migration could 

influence youngsters sociolinguistic self-positioning within British class structure.  But at least in my 

analyses so far, it is hard to see how posh and Cockney stylisation were being shaped by ethnicity and 

migration.  In contrast, there was substantial evidence that the style polarisation of Creole and Asian 

English reflected class sensibilities in England, and of the two binaries that stylisation played on, the 

high/low contrast was omni-pervasive, whereas the sense of collective trajectory from past to future 

seemed specific to the projection of ethnic and migrant identities.   

When (a) the overwhelming dominance of English, (b) the pre-eminence of high/low class 

stratification within this, and (c) the sense of migrant trajectory indexed in Creole/Asian English are 

put together, there are clear implications for how we envisage of the ongoing relationship between 

adjacent style binaries like these.   

One can see, for example, the linguistic exponents of ‘low’ in the (governing) class binary being 

continuously reinvigorated with new ethnic elements, so that instead of it just being a matter of 

                                                      
17 In another school at the time, it was clear from an informant with a Bangladeshi background that the transposition of 

English from the Indian subcontinent to Britain encountered the same revaluation that it had encountered in Ashmead.  ‘P’ 

had been born in west London, but he’d been sent back to private school in Bangladesh because, he said, his dad was 

concerned about his English.   He’d subsequently returned to secondary school in London, and this is how he and his friend 

described this: 

F: … he was really terrible when he came here but he’s got better over the year 

P: it was different the accent    different style of speaking 

F: accent could’ve cut through a loaf of bread 

P: cos in Bangladesh we used to speak really kind of posh words… and yeah I used to use words stuff like that . and no-

one in the class used it and I was the one that (           ) 

F: where I would use one word he would use two 

Question: so what happened after that? 

F: I just picked it up slowly 
18 Comparably, Joanne used foreigner talk in “oh no no no, theese a bad thing to do” (44:435), and Hanif did likewise when 

he addressed Zainab - widely recognised as a very keen student who came to the school as a refugee speaking very little 

English - with “Zainab, why you laughing, you very happy today” (8:209). 
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notionally indigenous styles like Cockney, local multi-ethnic vernacular Englishes become the 

opposite of posh (see 2.2).  The Creole/Asian English binary articulated a collective preference for 

popular rather than elite values, leaning towards the low/body/emotion side of the traditional British 

class schema, and I have already indicated how Creole was sometimes treated as functionally 

equivalent to Cockney and the local Ashmead non-standard vernacular (2.3 & 3.2).  At the same time, 

this infusion is likely to be facilitated by the past/future aspect of the Creole/Asian English binary, 

which makes the latter look intrinsically transitional, liable to dissolve if/as/when migration and 

arrival in the UK cease being resonant family issues, thereby releasing new generations into the 

dynamics of a high/low contrast now partially reconstituted as posh vs local multiethnic vernacular.    

Exactly how transitional something like the Creole/Asian English binary is, must of course 

depend on a number of contingencies, relating to race relations in the UK, diaspora links, the state of 

play in different communities, even families.  It is also possible that with other migrant groups 

entering the UK, equivalents to the Creole/Asian English binary either don’t form at all, or remain 

very small-scale.  After all, South Asians and African-Caribbeans have been extraordinarily 

prominent in British public imaginings of ethnicity and migration, and without the raw material 

provided by their massive representation in public discourse, the kind of binary attested in Ashmead 

might be much less relevant for groups ‘beneath the radar’.   Still, the evidence on Creole and 

foreigner-talk at Central High suggests an at least incipient receptivity to this kind of polarisation, and 

the most important point is that in the conjunction of posh/Cockney and Creole/Asian English, we can 
see stylisation articulating contrasts within English that address two absolutely central axes in 
the organisation of British society – on a ‘horizontal’ ethnic axis, the movement from outside 
Britain in, and then once inside, a ‘vertical’ class axis up/down, high/low.   
 

 

4. Endnote 
This sociolinguistic description raises all sorts of theoretical issues about the language ideological 

processes involved in the production of style-contrasts such as the ones I have outlined.  If we follow 

Silverstein’s compelling proposal that   

 

“[t]he total linguistic fact… is irreducibly dialectic in nature.  It is an unstable mutual interaction 

of meaningful sign forms, contextualised to situations of interested human use, and mediated by 

the fact of cultural ideology” (Silverstein 1985:220; also Hanks 1996:230 et passim),  
 

then it’s clear that my account has primarily attended to the activity/ideology interface.  If we 

enlarged this canvas to include the dialectical relationship between ideology and sign form, we would 

need to address  

o the semiotics of style dichotomisation itself.  This would entail explication of a process that is 

foundational but perhaps a little taken for granted in Gal and Irvine’s account of the ‘ideology of 

linguistic differentiation’, a process that is empirically linked but analytically separable from 

‘iconisation’, ‘recursivity’ and ‘erasure’ (2001; also Gal and Irvine 1995; Kroskrity and others), 

and  

o the interactional ramifications of ideologisation in phonological form as opposed to lexis and 

reference-&-predication (cf Wortham 2007). 

This in turn would allow consideration of 

o the relationship between style dichotomies that engage with hegemonic as opposed to extensively 

contested ideological representations (as evidenced in differences in posh/Cockney and 

Creole/Asian English stylisation), and 

o the systematic influence of ideological configurations (on socio-historical plane) on the 

particularities of stylisation in interaction, with hegemony penetrated in ‘creative practice’ (in 

Williams’ sense 1977:130,134; also Bakhtin on ‘ideological becoming’ 1981:347-8), and political 

contestation opening opportunities for the normative standardisation of vernacular practice (cf 

Agha 2007). 

But there is no space here for engagement with such issues.  In the present context, where questions of 

learning and education are in the foreground, maybe the most important contribution is to clarify 

some of the multi-scalar processes through which class relations and migrant ethnicities are produced, 
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to show how individuals register and navigate these in interactional stylisation, and to contend that if 

they’re not grounded in an understanding of participants’ active apprehension of potential trajectories 

through the complex social landscapes they inhabit, studies of learning are missing are crucial 

dimension. 
 
 

-------------------------------- 
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